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It Takes a Village...
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Mammoth Hospital

y now, ever yone is tired of reading about the COVID -19 pandemic. Tired of reading about how
this virus led to the shutdown of the
entire world, economic collapse, and
life as we know it. As the summer season begins, we are all just now getting
back to a sense of normalcy, and we
simply want to move on with baseball games, concer ts, eating out, and,
most of all, no masks. The pandemic is
something we would all like to forget.
To do so, however, would dismiss a
huge victor y for the human spirit and

Baby Blankets For the Win // Elevate Your Health
MAT Clinic Opens // Climbing with Sandra Bowman, RN

the will to sur vive. By forgetting, we would fail to acknowledge our perseverance in developing, producing, distributing, and administering the COVID -19
vaccine which is allowing us to win the one war we could not af ford to lose: The
war against COVID -19.
2020 star ted out as most years do; full of promise and expectation for the new
year to come. But early in Januar y, there were repor ts out of Wuhan, China of
a new Coronavirus. By the end of the month, Wuhan and its population of 11
million was locked down. Within a few weeks of that, hotspots were identified
in other par ts of the world, including, South Korea, Iran and Italy. By March 11,
the WHO declared COVID -19 to be a pandemic, and two days later, President
Trump declared COVID -19 to be a national emergency. Following that, the U.S.
went into lockdown. Pictures from an empty Times Square along with the rising
death toll were ominous reminders of the global impact of this virus. Closer to
home in Mammoth, the mountain was closed, and there was even talk of closing
the 203 highway–the main thoroughfare in and out of town. The message to visitors was a polite “please stay home.” We were looking at a devastating impact
on our health, society and the economy with no end in sight.
Mammoth Hospital formed a Hospital Incident Management Team and started
planning for how to deal with the illness and death that was coming our way.

see “VILLAGE” continued page 5
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Entering the World at 8,000 Feet:
The Peace of Mind of Delivering in a Hospital with the Care
and Attention of a Small Birth Center

T

here’s something special about Mammoth-born babies. Maybe it’s entering the world
at 8,000 feet, maybe it’s the mid-winter blizzard birth stories, or maybe it’s just the fresh
mountain air—but the Mammoth Hospital Labor & Delivery (L&D) ward delivers a truly
unique experience for those lucky enough to give birth here.
The Mammoth Hospital L&D department brings about 100 babies a year into the world. A Level
1 Birthing Center, Mammoth Hospital only accepts low risk patients, though the hospital does
perform c-sections on a regular basis and offers many of the services of much larger hospitals.
“Patients just rave about the care here,” says Nancie Hamilton, RN, who has managed
Mammoth Hospital’s L&D department since 1999, the same year the birthing center
opened. “We’re here 24-7, so come visit us for a tour. We have made our birthing center
very user-friendly, so the patient has the delivery she wants.” This includes the jetted
spa tub labor room where moms can take a break in a warm jet bath, a location close
enough to most locals’ homes that they can make it from doorstep to hospital in under
20 minutes (Provided that go-bag is packed!), and the ability to bring in favorite snacks
and even celebratory champagne.
“Our doctors are great about doing what the patient wants,” says Hamilton. “All of our
nurses are highly experienced, because you never know what’s going to walk though
the door. A lot of us have between 20-40 years of L&D experience.”

Personalized care by highly-trained nurses and top
notch facilities are what you’ll find in Mammoth
Hospital’s Labor and Delivery department.

In the past year, Mammoth Hospital’s L&D department has had a lot of excitement outside of the usual business of babies being born. In April 2020, L&D operations moved
out of their normal home in order to provide care for patients suffering from COVID-19.
This was done because all of the rooms in L&D have medical air hookups, which COVID
patients need to supply them with extra oxygen. The team took it in stride, of course,
springing into action to pack up their cute baby photos and Quest for Zero awards to
move to a new temporary home in the hospital’s post-anesthesia care unit and later to
the medical/surgical department, where about 40 babies were born between March
2020 and April 2021.
It wasn’t ideal for the moms who were already giving birth in the middle of a pandemic,
but, in true Mammoth fashion, both staff and patients took the change with a hearty
dose of mountain can-do attitude. And it’s made the return to the L&D ward even
sweeter.
And with a small surge of post-COVID babies slated to greet the world in the coming
months, spending time in Mammoth Hospital’s L&D unit leaves one with a much-needed sense of hope for the future.

Quest for Zero: Excellence in OB

M

ammoth Hospital’s Labor and Delivery Department earned the “Quest for Zero:
Excellence in OB” for the ninth year in a row in 2021, awarded by BETA Healthcare
Group. To earn the award, the staff and physicians completed Relias, (a fetal
assessment and monitoring program), participated in simulation and drills involving
neonatal resuscitation, interdisciplinary Fetal Monitor Strip Review, and is participating
in The Perinatal Safety Collaborative for 2021.

L&D Nurses Megan and Mary Ann

As OB Nurses and Doctors progress through the continuing education, staff
communications and interactions become clearer and more consistent. To assist
participants in administering the annual education component of the program, the
hospital’s insurance company, BETA covers the costs of the online education, and provides
personal consultation to address any barriers as they arise.

Handmade Baby Blankets
Provide a Personalized Touch

Mammoth Hospital
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M

ammoth Hospital’s birthing center is special in a lot of ways, but there’s one truly
unique touch that most hospitals don’t offer: Each new arrival at Mammoth Hospital is
gifted with a hand-crocheted baby blanket made by either Kristen Parker, wife of CEO
Tom Parker, or Karilyn Myers, wife of previous CEO Gary Myers.

Two of Mammoth’s newest little ones, with
hand-crocheted blankets. Babies born
at Mammoth Hospital are also provided
one-of-a-kind onesies contributed by the
Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary.

Kristen Parker has crocheted baby blankets for friends and relatives for years, but when her
husband, Tom, took over as CEO of Mammoth Hospital in December of 2019, she found herself
thinking that, with only about 100 deliveries a year, she could share her talents with the newest
residents of the Eastern Sierra.
“I was a little nervous that I wouldn’t be able to keep up, but when Karilyn [and her husband,
former CEO Gary Myers] invited us to dinner when we first moved to town, I discovered that she
likes to crochet, too! She offered to help, and the project just took off from there.”
Living in a remote area like Mammoth, Kristen and Karilyn say online ordering is their go-to for
soft, gender-neutral fabrics to send home with families (Kristen says her daughters, who are
now having babies of their own, keep her hip to the latest color trends and patterns).
A blanket can often be completed in an evening, says Karilyn, “especially if there’s a good TV
show on!” and both women contributed about 70-80 blankets apiece in the past year, so the
Labor and Delivery departments are currently well-stocked. Both Kristen and Karilyn have received compliments from locals on their handiwork. “It’s so fun to hear my daughter report
that her friends love their handmade blankets for tummy time,” says Karilyn.
“It’s so nice that we’re small enough that we can offer this gift and make people feel really
special,” says Kristen.

Preventative Medicine Key to Long Term Health

A

s we emerge from a very stressful and taxing pandemic, one
thing is clear--prioritization of preventative medicine is the key to
long-term community health, safety, and service. As a community
health center, Mammoth Hospital aims to take full advantage of Mono
County’s impressive vaccination numbers. We hope to see familiar faces visiting the clinics, checking in, and getting re-established with well
child visits, annual wellness visits, and other preventive screenings. Our
doors are open and we are still maintaining our high safety profile. As a
hospital, we have chosen to heighten the importance of patient access
and meet demand.

status take place regardless of what department you are visiting. We can
help with managing these stresses and their impacts to assist everyone
getting back to basic stability. Behavioral Health Consults are available
on a same day basis if needed.

Nationally, Hospitals have seen a decrease in well child checks. These
visits are vital for your child’s health—as children mature, importance
is placed on obvious progressions of hearing, vision, speech, etc. Subtle
changes can go unobserved by the untrained individual. We stress the
importance of medical visits to be sure all developmental milestones are
checked, and those missed are attended to appropriately. These visits
provide strong avenues for parental reinforcement, encouragement, and
answers to questions parents may have concerning their child’s health.

Mammoth Hospital is incredibly proud of the work we have done to
maintain and improve the safety practices of our hospital, always putting our patients’ well-being first. We look forward to seeing you and
serving you as we all move together toward a healthier future.

Knowing the strength of our Orthopedic team, we have aligned patient
access similarly here to easily see our orthopedic patients. We understand many ailments may have been sidelined during the height of the
pandemic, or an acute injury may now have become chronic. We have
made walk-ins welcome and expanded our same-day appointment capacity.
The Behavioral Health team has also improved practices by working with
other healthcare providers to ensure screenings to check mental health

As we move toward a post-pandemic healthcare system, many positive
changes are being implemented, including segregating sick versus well
visits, which we will achieve by maintaining a sick clinic and ensuring we
see sick patients in a separate area from patients who are not experiencing symptoms.
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Elevate Your Health!

Wellness Taught By Our Experts

A

t Mammoth Hospital, we realize the important role we play in improving the overall health of our community. Elevate Mammoth
was created to provide a platform that brings community members together and improves health through supporting positive lifestyle choices. Elevate considers Movement & Fitness, Nutrition, Mental Wellbeing, and Sense of Purpose to be foundational pillars
of health. The program utilizes various educational tools such as virtual classes, workshops, support groups and video libraries to deliver
content. We look forward to also providing in-person sessions once
COVID restrictions allow.
All Elevate classes and workshops are taught by Mammoth Hospital
subject matter experts. The offerings often reflect a special passion
of a staff member and Elevate Mammoth provides a place for them to
share their knowledge and skills with our community.

Elevate kicked off in the Spring of 2021 with a wide array of programming including a six-Week Stress Management Series with Licensed
Marriage and Family Therapist Eryn Coffey, a Wellness Lifestyle Nutrition Series with Dietitian Casey Michel, and a Trail Running Series
with Physical therapists Dre Dillon and Tori Orlowski.
Trail Running lecture participant Maggie E. noted that “the lecture
and class was very relatable. Taught not only by highly skilled doctors of physical therapy but also serious runners who clearly have
a passion for their work, I came away with a lot of tips that I could
start incorporating into my runs that week and hopefully continue
a sport I love for years to come.”

Yoga at Hayden Cabin with Elevate instuctor, Elizabeth Weeks

Elevate also has ongoing weekly/monthly classes including Prenatal and Birthing, Joint Replacement Preparation, Cancer Support, Grief
Support, and a variety of yoga sessions including Gentle Yoga, Power Vinyasa, and Yoga Sculpt.
Elevate will continue to expand its offerings in the second half of 2021 and into 2022 including a Mindfulness Series, Somatic Breathing
Workshop, Tai Chi, and Geri-Athletics. Elevate Program Coordinator, Jen McMahon notes, “Mammoth Hospital and Elevate truly value our
community’s health and well-being. Our priority is to provide the knowledge, skills, support, and accountability empowering people to
create meaningful and lasting change in their personal health journeys. It has been incredibly rewarding to be a part of this team finding
collaborative and innovative approaches to provide holistic and prevention-focused services. These approaches are driving a needed
shift in the healthcare system toward a more sustainable, quality-based, and person-centered model.” To learn more about Elevate, visit:
www.ElevateMammoth.com.

Elevate Teacher Spotlight:
Five Questions with Dietitian, Casey Michel

C

asey Michel was born and raised in the Eastern Sierra and leads the Nutritional Services at Mammoth Hospital as a Registered Dietitian. With experience working as a sports dietitian and exercise physiologist for Spartan Nutrition & Performance Program, Casey also provides outreach
to Mammoth Unified School District Athletics and the wider Eastern Sierra community. Casey enjoys
participating in marathons and triathlons, running, skiing, and spending time with her family.
Vanilla or chocolate? Chocolate.

Favorite part of your profession? Helping people to realize they can be healthy on their own and it does
not take a miracle.
You can find me on a Saturday doing: On a Saturday you can find me with my husband and four kids
either at home in the yard or enjoying camping and outdoors.
Favorite Movie? Breakfast at Tiffany’s.

Casey Michel, MS, RD,CSSD

What does Elevate mean to you and how do you hope to grow the program?
For me, Elevate means an opportunity for individuals in our community to access affordable resources to
better themselves without the need for a doctor’s referral but also a place where Mammoth Hospital staff
can share their skills and specialties with the community.

Mammoth Hospital

“VILLAGE” (Continued from cover)
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Our remote piece of paradise had already seen three deaths by the end of March,
and more were expected. We all knew that besides masking, distancing, and washing, a vaccine was our only way out. The alternative was for the virus to continue its
onslaught through the population until untold lives were lost, and we finally had
achieved herd immunity.
They say necessity is the mother of invention. Researchers got to work studying the
virus and looking for a possible vaccine. In unprecedented fashion, pharmaceutical companies worked with the CDC and other agencies around the world, and by
the fall of 2020, just nine months af ter a global pandemic had begun, there were
several vaccine candidates showing real promise for immunizing the world’s population. Two of the leading candidates were vaccines from Pfizer and Moderna. By De cember 2021, both had received Emergency
Use Authorization (EUA) from the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration with each vaccine
showing 95% ef fectiveness.
With the vaccine now authorized, the challenge
became getting shots in arms. This is where our
local stor y really takes of f. True to the mantra
“It takes a village” people from all dif ferent
sectors of the Mammoth community mobilized
to make that challenge a reality.
In December of 2020 the first round of
vaccines were delivered to Mammoth Hospital to immunize employees and medical staf f. Working
with Mono County Public Health on
the safe distribution and storage of
the vaccines, Staci Brock, RN, Infection Preventionist, and Antonette
Ciccarelli, RN, Employee Health
Nurse, organized vaccine administration and documentation for hundreds of staf f members. Healthcare
workers stepped up to be vaccinated knowing the impor tance of taking the hospital to the next level in
preventing the spread of COVID -19.
Br yan Wheeler, Mono County Public Health Director, and the public health team lef t no
stone unturned in securing enough vaccine to vaccinate all Mono County residents. Town
Public Information Of ficer, Stu Brown and Public Information Manager, Justin Caporusso,
working in their capacity in the Joint Information Center, led their charges in producing
a media blitz to inform the public of how to get vaccinated. Sandra DiDomizio of Green
Fox Events choreographed the large-scale vaccine clinics like it was the wedding of the
year. Superintendent Jennifer Wildman and High School Principal Annie Rinaldi from
Mammoth Unified School District of fered up the Mammoth High School Gym. Volunteers came for ward to help with traf fic control, setup, cleanup, and whatever else was
needed. Mammoth Hospital staf f and clinicians helped staf f the clinics,doing double
duty per forming registration, vaccine administration, and monitoring vaccine recipients
following their injections. All told, Mammoth Hospital contributed over $34,000 in labor costs to the vaccination operation.
The result of this ef for t was the highest percentage and fastest rate of vaccination in California. There are now over 8,200
vaccinated people in Mono County, 7,700 of whom are fully vaccinated. 100% of our physicians are now vaccinated.
So, while it would be easier to simply pretend 2020 never happened, to do so would be to overlook the strength, resilience,
and cohesiveness of this community. Like all who have contributed to this ef for t, Mammoth Hospital is extremely proud of
its role in this war against the virus. Thanks to all of you, we will emerge victorious.
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Reaching new
heights with
Sandra
Bowman, RN
Sandra Bowman, RN is equally
comfortable in the Operating Room
and on the side of a mountain.

T

he summer and fall of 2021 are looking bright for Mammoth Hospital’s
Sandra Bowman, RN. Sandra will be
celebrating her 10th anniversary at Mammoth Hospital this fall and is pursuing her RNFA
(Registered Nurse First Assistant) certification. Sandra is also an accomplished rock climber.
A native of Peru, Sandra moved to the U.S at the age of 14, discovered rock climbing at 18,
and has not looked back since.
Sandra first visited the Eastern Sierra on a road trip in the Spring of 2010 with her now-husband, Brian. Sandra was working as a nurse in Las Vegas at the time, but the couple spent
a few days in Bishop climbing with friends and quickly fell in love with the Eastside and its
almost unlimited climbing options. In 2011, a nursing opportunity came up at Mammoth
Hospital, and Sandra jumped at the chance to join the team. Now making her home base in
Paradise, Sandra says she loves the access from her back door to some of her local favorite
climbing spots, including Pine Creek canyon, where she is currently pursuing several climbing projects.
Sandra has worked in Mammoth Hospital’s Med/Surg, PACU, and currently OR departments,
and says she loves how nursing provides her with a great work-life balance that allows her
ample time to pursue her love of climbing, while also having a fulfilling professional career.
“She’s a rock star and a fantastic nurse,” says Phyllis Meneses, Perioperative Director. “She
works as hard as she plays and always brings her positive energy to the OR team!”

Climbing with friend Katie and
on some of her favorite routes..

This summer, Sandra is
excited to be going on a
climbing trip to Wyoming
and also plans to tick off
a few more local climbing
projects. With 18 years of
rock climbing under her
belt, she is still finding
ways to improve and challenge herself.
“Not only does climbing
take you to some incredible places, but it is an
amazing personal challenge,” says Sandra. “It can be committing or not; hard or easy.
It’s up to you and what kind of challenge you want to make it.
There are times when it’s so meditative, just you and the rock,
move by move finding the perfect path. It’s mostly about the
process, what you learn along the way about yourself, and the
amazing friends you meet along the way.”

Mammoth Hospital
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Bringing Medication Assisted Treatment to the Eastern Sierra
I

n addition to the COVID pandemic, our nation is also facing another less talked about epidemic- a battle with opioid and substance abuse.

To address this problem at a local level, Mammoth Hospital has partnered with the California
Bridge to Treatment Program to introduce a Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) service.
This service is available to community members who are impacted by substance use disorder
and is part of our holistic approach to physical and mental wellness. Patients receiving care
in the MAT clinic will receive medication, counseling with outpatient behavioral health providers and various other forms of support with an aim reduce the harmful effects associated
with substance use disorder.

Clare White, FNP-C

The MAT clinic provides services with “harm reduction” at the top of mind. A harm reduction
approach involves tailoring services to individuals’ unique needs and by treating addiction
like any other illness impacting our patients and community. With this approach, Mammoth
Hospital is excited to offer this new service to help combat the negative effects of substance
use disorder that touch not just individual patients, but also their families, workplaces and
the community as a whole.

Patients can access MAT services by reaching out to their primary care provider for a referral
or visiting the emergency department to initiate treatment. Outpatient MAT services are led by Clare White, FNP-C, who is a Family Nurse Practitioner. Clare also serves as a Population Health Nurse and is trained in caring for patients across the lifespan.
Clare is joined by Jay Hinek, Substance Use Navigator and Clinical Psychologist Dr. Jacob Eide as part of a comprehensive team providing Medication
Assisted Treatment services to our community.

SimBaby Makes All the Difference With
Realistic Hands-On Training

M

ammoth Labor & Delivery staff were thrilled to receive a new SimBaby in 2021, which
was funded by generous donations by the Sunset Slager Foundation to Mammoth Hospital and by a multitude of private donors to the Mammoth Hospital Foundation.

Mammoth Hospital’s providers and staff want to be able to handle every newborn situation with
confidence, and in a low-volume facility, this is accomplished through mock drills. The SimBaby
and supporting education will serve
as vital additions to the Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP), preparing
providers and staff to care for newborn patients.

Nurses and staff work with the SimBaby to
hone their skills in responding quickly to
multiple scenarios led by Respiratory Therapist,
Heather Anderson. Heather, shown far right in
the photo above, can control a SimBaby with
the use of a smart tablet.

Heather Anderson, Certified Respiratory Therapist, says that "while a
realistic mannequin is not necessary
to practice the individual skills that
make up the actions of Newborn
Resuscitation Protocol (NRP), it is far
more difficult to simulate an entire
scenario drill with realistic feedback
following interventions. Having the
SimBaby provides real time feedback and allows the entire resuscitation team to work skills simultaneously following the NRP algorithm. In addition,
it provides the pediatricians the chance to place Umbilical Venous Catheter (UVC)
lines and advanced airways.
“All these skills are integral in the resuscitation of a baby, which is a low occurrence in
our hospital,” says Anderson. “The more practice we have, especially using a realistic
simulation mannequin, the more comfortable we all are performing the skill should
the time come."
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Do what you love.
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Mammoth Orthopedic Institute

@ Mammoth Hospital

Same day appointments
available
in Mammoth & Bishop

www.mammothortho.com

